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Abstract

In this study, an ultrasonic digital beamformer based on subarray processing of 1-bit delta-sigma (ΔΣ)

oversampled echo signals is presented. The single-bit oversampling ΔΣ conversion simplifies the coherent

processing in beamforming with improved timing accuracy. Subarray processing also aims to simplify the

beamforming complexity, where the partial-beam sums (low-resolution beams) are acquired from small sub-

arrays, and then these partial beams are coherently processed for producing high-resolution beams. In the

ΔΣ subarray beamforming, the ΔΣ coded echo signals are summed over the subarray channels, and then

these partial beam-sums are first ΔΣ demodulated, then processed for beam-interpolation, followed by coher-

ent summation. This method requires decimation filtering of partial-beam sums from each subarray. The

hardware complexity of the ΔΣ subarray beamformer is compared with other beamformers and significant

front-end savings are explained. The system is tested experimentally and the results are compared with oth-

ers using B-scan images reconstructed from archival experimental raw RF data. Both wire targets and cyst

phantom are used to show the differences in Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR)

measurements.
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1. Introduction

The array front-end and beamforming handle the data acquisition and coherent signal processing in ultrasound
imaging, and thus critically affect the cost and performance of the overall imaging system. Advances in
integrated circuit and transducer technologies push ultrasound array imaging systems to undergo significant
developments. Current trends in ultrasound imaging are in the directions of full-scale real-time volumetric (3-

D) imaging using 2-D arrays with thousands of elements, and miniature/micro devices such as portable imagers

and intravascular/intracardiac imaging devices [1–8]. Design of low-cost and compact beamformers is crucial for
realization of such systems, where reducing the cost, size, and power consumption of the front-end is critically
important [9–17]. The phased array and synthetic aperture beamforming set the top and bottom boundaries
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in array beamforming; the former produces the best beam quality but with the highest cost, whereas the latter
offers the simplest beamformer but with poor beam quality. To simplify the array front-end and beamforming,
researchers have investigated numerous approaches, such as multi-element synthetic aperture [18–21], sparse

array [22–23], subarray [4, 24–26], and ΔΣ beamforming [27–38].

In this study, a new beamforming structure is considered which is based on both the subarray and ΔΣ
beamforming approaches. These two approaches can be used together for miniaturization of the array front-
end and/or funneling the electrical connections of large number of array elements into a reduced number of
channels. The former approach reduces the number of active parallel channels by employing small subarrays
in beam acquisition, whereas the latter approach simplifies the complexity of coherent processing by reducing
the sample size to a single bit and increasing the timing accuracy through oversampling ΔΣ coding of the
echo signals. In this method, decimation filtering is required for outputs of each subarray. The ΔΣ subarray
beamforming is tested through digital emulations using archival experimental raw RF data. Some initial results
are previously presented [33]. But in these figures, there are some fluctuations in B-mode images. This problem

is solved by optimizing the filter parameters (beam interpolation and demodulation filters) in this paper. On
the other hand, cyst phantom images, SNR and CNR measurements are added. The hardware complexities
of different beamformers are compared. The proposed system is quantitatively investigated in detail in order
to reveal its superiorities. Furthermore, a new alternative approach to combine subarray processing and ΔΣ
beamforming is also proposed in discussion section. But a limited space is given to this new approach, because
the SNR and CNR measurements, and final B-mode images are just the same with the detailed explained
approach.

2. Digital beamforming methods

In this section, the digital beamforming methods are shortly reviewed. The state of the art in these techniques
is summarized. These fundamental methods will be compared to the proposed one in the following sections,
with the theoretical complexity parameters and experimental results.

2.1. Phased array beamforming

The widely used phased array beamformers are the gold-standard for ultrasonic beamforming, where all the
transducers are actively used both in transmit and receive events. As a result of the parallel use of all array
elements, it is necessary to use many front-end structures that include signal conditioning and analog-to-digital
conversion circuitry, and also digital processing modules (hardware and/or software). The large aperture size
of the phased array decreases the main-lobe width of the point spread function of the imaging system, and
consequently increases the image resolution. The number of channels also determines directly the size, cost,
and power need of the overall system.

In real-time imaging, the frame rate is inversely proportional to the number of firings per frame. This
constraint can be given as:

f ≤ c

2R
× 1

F
, (1)

where f is the frame rate (frames/second), c is the velocity of ultrasound signal (m/s), R is the maximum

imaging depth (m), and F is the number of firings per frame. In phased array configuration, F is also equal to
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the maximum number of beam lines in a frame. If F =200 is taken as an usual case, which gives a quite good
image quality, then f becomes approximately 24 for a 150 mm depth imaging with a sound velocity of 1480
m/s. This frame rate is fairly enough for good quality.

2.2. ΔΣ beamforming

In digital beamforming using oversampled 1-bit ΔΣ coded data, the coherent processing (delay and sum

operations) is performed between the modulation (coding) and demodulation (decoding) steps (Figure 1). When
dynamic receive focusing delays are used, the synchronization between the modulator and demodulator in the
beamformer cannot be maintained. This is a major flaw for the beamformer that significantly reduces the
image quality. Different approaches have been proposed to handle this problem, such as multi-bit recoding and
modified modulation [29–30], non-uniform oversampling [31], sparse sample processing [36], subfiltering [37],

and cascaded filtering [38] based reconstruction.
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Figure 1. Phased array beamforming using non-uniformly oversampling 1-bit ΔΣ converted data.

Thorough this study, non-uniform oversampling is applied to overcome that problem. In [37] Nilsen
and Holm has also presented a theoretical analysis of ΔΣ beamforming from a linear system point of view.
Successful FPGA-based realizations of ΔΣ beamforming have been reported recently by Tomov and Jensen
[36], Inerfield et al [34], and by Lie and Tanase [35].

2.3. Subarray beamforming

In subarray processing, partial beam sums (low-resolution beams) are acquired from small subarrays, and

then these partial beams are coherently processed for producing high-resolution beams (Figure 2). Numerous
realizations of subarray beamforming are possible. The basic structure uses a receive subarray multiplexed across
a large transducer array with non-overlapping steps, where the transmit subarray is located at the transducer
center [24]. A more generalized realization uses partially overlapping multiplexed transmit and receive subarrays

[25–26].
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Figure 2. Digital beamforming based on phased subarray processing.

In real-time applications, the number of firings per frame is limited to the acceptable frame rate (Equation

1). In subarray beamforming, the number of firing steps is increased according to the phased array. Therefore,
the image space can be sampled coarsely by acquiring a small number of beams proportional to the subarray
size, and then the beam density can be increased by beam interpolation prior to coherent summation of subarray
beams. The detailed considerations on real-time implementation have been previously discussed [24].

The subarray processing employing NT (transmit) and NR (receive) elements subarrays in K successive
firings can be expressed by the relation

I (p, q) =
∑

m 〈K〉
gm (q) ⊗

∑
n 〈NR〉

∑
k 〈NT 〉

u

[
p − τn,k

(
p,

q

LQ

)]
, (2)

where p and q are the indexes representing discretized axial and lateral dimensions (r ,sinθ), respectively; u(.)
represents the transmit pulse; τ n,k includes the receive and transmit beamforming delays; LQ is the lateral

beam upsampling factor; and gm (.) is a bandpass interpolation filter operating along the lateral dimension

(beam index), where the passband is associated with the co-subarray (transmit-receive subarray). In general,

for non-overlapping subarrays, the two-way point spread function (PSF) can be approximated by [25] the relation

B(β) ∼= sin (2βK)
sin (2β)

× sin (βNT )
sin(β)

× sin (βNR)
sin (β)

, (3)

where β=(πd/λ)sin(θ), d is the inter-element distance, λ is the wavelength, the first term is the response of
the synthesized array, and the second and third terms are the responses of the transmit and receive subarrays,
respectively. When a fixed transmit subarray at the array center and a multiplexed receive subarray are employed
at each firing step, then overall PSF becomes [24]:

B(β) ∼= sin (βNT )
sin (β)

× sin (βKNR)
sin(β)

, (4)

where the first and second terms are the responses of the transmit subarray and the synthesized receive array,
respectively. In this case, the PSF of a subarray (with respect to the firing step indice, k) can then be expressed
as

Bk(β) ∼= ejΦk(β) sin(β · Nt)
sin(β)

sin(β · Nr)
sin(β)

, (5)
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where Φ k (β) is the phase of the kth subarray:

Φk(β) = β [2k − K − 1] · Nr . (6)

This phase is also the phase of the bandpass beam interpolation filter in lateral direction, mentioned just above.

3. ΔΣ subarray beamforming

A beamforming structure is investigated combining the non-uniform oversampling 1-bit ΔΣ beamforming
and the subarray processing structure depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. The ΔΣ subarray
beamforming combines both of these methods in a smart way as shown in Figure 3. The processing steps of this
structure are as follows: 1) For each subarray, the oversampled, ΔΣ coded partial beam sums are produced by

summing the 1-bit data sampled at the time instants corresponding to the focal points; 2) the partial beams are

demodulated and decimated using a 1-D low-pass or band-pass filter operating along the axial dimension; 3) the
beam density of subarray beams is increased by beam-space interpolation using a 1-D bandpass interpolation
filter operating along the lateral dimension; 4) the interpolated beams from all the subarrays are coherently
added to produce final high-resolution beams with beam density consistent with the overall synthesized aperture
size.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of non-uniform oversampling ΔΣ subarray beamforming with the symbolic representation of

the beam samples between the processing steps.

The ΔΣ subarray beamforming gets its inputs from subarray structure, therefore the ΔΣ modulated
beams are summed and constitute m-bit samples which are still ΔΣ modulated (or coded). ΔΣ demodulation
is performed on the m-bit ΔΣ codes. Beam-space interpolation uses multi-bit samples where the high frequency
quantization noise is readily removed. Beam space interpolation inserts complex phase into the data, and then
the high resolution beams are summed with complex values. The envelope detection can resolve the meaningful
information from these complex signals.

The image, I (.), resulting from these processing can be expressed as:

I

(
p

LP
, q

)
=

∑
m 〈K〉

gm (q) ⊗

⎛
⎝hD (p) ⊗

∑
n 〈NR〉

sn

(
p,

q

LQ

)⎞
⎠, (7)

where, LP is the axial decimation factor; hD(.) is the demodulation filter (lowpass or bandpass); sn (.) is the
1-bit ΔΣ coded echo signal at a particular beam angle.
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3.1. Comparison of the beamformers

In this subsection, the proposed beamformer is compared with other beamformers according to their hardware
complexities. Although the similar results are obtained by each of them, the intermediate steps may differ from
one to another.

Different parameters are summarized in the Table 1. First of all, all approaches are compared in their
number of active channels. The number of active channels in transmit and receive mode is N for phased array
and ΔΣ phased array systems. In subarray and ΔΣ subarray systems this huge number is reduced in transmit
mode to NT , and in receive mode to NR , whereNT , NR << N . The reduction in channel number is the
major significant advantage of the subarray based systems, and hence the proposed one.

On the other hand, the use of data type is also very important for each channel circuitry. In phased
array and subarray systems the front-end architecture is 10-bit word length, but in ΔΣ phased array and ΔΣ
subarray only 1-bit hardware is needed in each channel. The data types in the internal steps reveal many clues
on the approaches. Furthermore, the non-uniformly oversampled ΔΣ beamforming scheme abandons the need
for delay circuitry and FIFO buffers for each channel. Thus the front-end hardware becomes simpler.

In phased array and subarray systems, N and NR delay interpolation filters are used respectively. But
in non-uniform ΔΣ beamforming there is no need for delay interpolation filters, because the system is already
oversampled. In non-uniform ΔΣ beamforming, only one filter is enough for demodulator step. In overall,
non-uniform ΔΣ beamforming is less complex than phased array and subarray systems.

In ΔΣ subarray beamforming, the ΔΣ modulated beams are summed and constitute m-bit samples
which are still ΔΣ modulated (or coded). The inputs come from K different non-overlapping subarrays, each

has Q/LQ beams. Q/LQ beams are low-pass filtered and decimated. Then, in the beam-space interpolation

step, Q/LQ beams are upsampled to Q beams. K low resolution beam images in the r-sin(θ) format are
summed to final high resolution image.

In subarray systems, the maximum frame rate is decreased in some degree, because the number of firings
per frame is increased. But still the final frame rate is acceptable.

3.2. Test results

The image quality of ΔΣ subarray beamforming is tested using an archival RF data set acquired from a test
phantom with a 3.5 MHz, 128-element transducer array. The data set consists of all possible RF A-scans from
each transmit-receive element combination. A-scan data were sampled at 13.89 MHz with 10-bit resolution.
Two different data sets are used. In the first one, the phantom contains six wire targets in water, and is suitable
for testing PSFs. The second one is suitable for Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) measurements, and has 4 cysts.

2-D B-scan images of the phantoms are reconstructed using 10-bit phased array beamforming, subarray
beamforming, phased array with non-uniform oversampling 1-bit ΔΣ beamforming and subarray with non-
uniform oversampling 1-bit ΔΣ beamforming. For ΔΣ beamforming, since the oversampling ratio (OSR)

critically affects the beamforming Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), the sampling rate is increased by a factor of
16 to reach an overall OSR=32. In the up-sampling, a low-pass interpolation is performed by inserting zeros
into the original sequence and then applying a special low-pass FIR filter with length of 129 (Figure 4). The
resulting final sampling frequency becomes 222 MHz.
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Table 1. Hardware complexity of different beamformers.

Phased
Array

Non-uniform
 Phased 
Array

Subarray Non-uniform
 Subarray 

# of active channels in transmit mode N N NT NT

# of active channels in receive mode N N NR NR

Type of channel circuitry (front-end) 10-bit 1-bit 10-bit 1-bit

Delay circuitry & FIFO buffer for each channel
(front-end) - -

Delay interpolation filter N - NR - 

 Demodulation filter - 1 - 1

 1 1 enil maeb rep sgnirif fo # K K

# of beam lines in acquisition step Q Q Q /LQ Q /LQ

# of beam lines in the result image Q Q Q Q

 - - retlif noitalopretni maeB

# of firings per frame Q Q K Q /LQ K Q /LQ

Maximum frame rate 1/Q c/(2·R) 1/Q c/(2·R) LQ/( K Q)
c/(2·R)

LQ/( K Q)
c/(2·R)

N: Total receive aperture size; NR: Number of active receive elements; K: Number of firings (number of receive 
subarrays); Q: Number of beams; LQ: Beam upsampling factor. 

HARDWARE COMPLEXITY WITH NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

 yarrA desahP 
Non-uniform

 Phased 
Array

 Subarray Non-uniform
 Subarray 

# of active channels in transmit mode 96 96 16 16 

# of active channels in receive mode 96 96 16 16 

Type of channel circuitry (front-end) 10-bit 1-bit 10-bit 1-bit 

Delay circuitry & FIFO buffer for each channel 
(front-end) - -

 - 61 - 69 retlif noitalopretni yaleD

 1 - 1 - retlif noitaludomeD 

 6 6 1 1 enil maeb rep sgnirif fo #

 23 23 69 69 pets noitisiuqca ni senil maeb fo #

 69 69 69 69 egami tluser eht ni senil maeb fo #

 - - retlif noitalopretni maeB

 291 291 69 69 emarf rep sgnirif fo #

 52 52 15 15 etar emarf mumixaM

For the illustration of the difference, parameters are taken as follows: N=96; NR=16; K=6; Q=96; LQ=3. 
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Figure 4. Interpolation filter used in simulating the oversampling effect; a) the coefficients, and b) the frequency

response.

The oversampling ΔΣ modulation and digital beamforming was emulated using the interpolated RF data
through off-line digital processing. In beamforming, fixed transmit focusing and dynamic receive focusing were
employed. The system parameters are listed in Table 2. The parameters of subarray beamforming are taken
according to the previous studies [24, 33]. In the subarray processing, the beam interpolation filter length is
taken high enough to avoid discontinuities in lateral dimension.

Table 2. System parameters.

Parameter Quantity
Number of active transmit elements (NT ) 16
Number of active receive elements (NR) 16
Total receive aperture size (Ne) 96
Number of firings per beam line (K) 6
Number of acquired beams (Q/LQ) 32
Number of interpolated beams (Q) 96
Beam upsampling factor (LQ) 3
Length of the beam interpolation filter (GM ) 21
Oversampling ratio (LP ) 32
Number of pixels per beam line (P ) 512
Length of the demodulation filter (hD) 281

A second order ΔΣ modulator is used at each receive channel. The ΔΣ demodulation is performed at
the output of the partial subarray summation before the beam space interpolation. Firstly, a low-pass filter
is applied for the purpose of the demodulation. The coefficients and the frequency response of this filter are
shown in Figure 5. It is a 281-tapped filter.

In order to fit the real-time constraints of subarray processing, only a limited number of beam lines are
acquired at each firing step. At the final image, more beams than acquired are necessary, and then the other
needed beams are obtained by beam space interpolation. For this purpose, a Hamming windowed low pass filter
with a complex phase of the corresponding subarray is applied to beams in lateral direction as a band-pass filter
(gm (.)). The phase of this bandpass interpolation filter (Φ k (β)) is given in Equation 6. The pass-bands of the
beam space interpolation filter is given in Figure 6. After the lateral beam upsampling, the low-resolution images
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Figure 5. ΔΣ Demodulation filter; a) the coefficients, b) the frequency response.
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Figure 6. The frequency responses of beam interpolation filters for different subarrays with different pass-band regions.
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from subarrays are summed into the high resolution final image. Finally, envelope detection and logarithmic
compression were applied to the beamforming outputs.

The reconstructed 2-D B-scan images are presented with 50 dB and 70-dB dynamic ranges in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. B-scan images of the phantom with six wire targets reconstructed by using different types of beamformers.
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In this figure, the phantom with six wire targets is used in order to observe the image quality. The B-scans in
the first column are presented with a dynamic range of 50-dB. The subarray image with 50-dB dynamic range
depicts the main lobe and near side lobes of PSFs at different depths and scan angles. 10-bit phased array,
10-bit subarray and ΔΣ subarray beamformers produce nearly the same quality image at that range.

To further show the difference between these methods, the same B-scan images at 70 dB are also drawn.
At this level, the noise floor becomes more visible in 10-bit subarray and ΔΣ subarray. The zoomed versions
of third wires reveal some more details.

To show clearly the relative noise floor levels along the lateral axis, 1-D PSFs are shown in Figure 8. Each
1-D PSF corresponds to the lateral cross-section of 2-D B-scan of the third wire target (from the top). The
noise floor of the image reconstructed by the phased array is at about -70 dB. The images reconstructed by the
subarray and the ΔΣ subarray have noise floors at -60 dB. The subarray beamforming with non-uniform 1-bit
ΔΣ oversampling at the time instants associated with dynamic receive focusing suppresses the quantization
noise level below -60 dB.

For quantitative comparison, for each target the image Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is calculated as the
ratio of the rms of pixels in a small window on the main lobe to the of rms of pixels in a small window on the
side lobe where there is no echo signal. The computed SNRs for the four images are shown in Figure 9. The
relative performances of the different beamformers are tested and compared to the gold standard of conventional
10-bit full phased array.
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Figure 8. Lateral cross-sections of the B-scan images

along the third wire target.

Figure 9. Relative SNR values computed on B-scan im-

ages reconstructed by using different types of beamform-

ers.

Figure 9 shows that the SNR performance of the proposed non-uniform oversampling ΔΣ subarray
beamformer is about 3 dB poorer than that of the 10 bit subarray beamformer for all the targets. And the
overall performance according to the gold standard does not exceed a level of 10 dB difference.

The 1-bit ΔΣ subarray beamformer with uniform oversampling suffers from high quantization noise; the
noise floor of its B-scan image is above -40 dB level. These figures are not shown in this study, because such
distortion on phased array images has been already investigated in earlier studies [29–31].

In Figure 10, the results that are obtained from cyst phantom are presented. At 50 dB images the
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difference between the methods are the most visible. At 70 dB level, all methods give similar image qualities
and the difference is undetectable because of the natural noise floor in original data.
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Figure 10. B-scan images of the phantom with 4-cysts reconstructed by using different types of beamformers.
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The CNR measurements are very important to show the contrast information. The non-uniform over-
sampled subarray ΔΣ beamforming has a better performance than the only subarray processing (Figure 11).
The CNR values are shown for every 4 cyst separately. In this figure, the CNR values are measured on B-scan
images with a dynamic range of 70 dB.
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Figure 11. Relative CNR values computed on B-scan images reconstructed by using different types of beamformers.

3.3. Discussion

In ΔΣ subarray beamformer, the ΔΣ demodulation and beam interpolation filters (hD (.) and gm (.)) are
operating along the orthogonal dimensions,r and sinθ dimensions, respectively. Therefore altering the sequence
of these two operations should not change the beamformer output; it eliminates the demodulation filtering at
the subarray outputs, and hence needs demodulation filtering of the overall output only. The processing steps
of this modified realization based on this simple principle are as follows: 1) For each subarray, the oversampled,
ΔΣ coded partial beam sums are produced by summing the 1-bit data non-uniformly sampled at the time
instants corresponding to the focal points; 2) the beam density of subarray beams is increased by beam-space

interpolation using a 1-D bandpass interpolation filter operating along the lateral dimension; 3) the subarray
beams from all the subarrays are coherently added to produce high-resolution ΔΣ coded beams with beam
density consistent with the overall synthesized aperture size; 4) the high-resolution ΔΣ coded beams are
demodulated and decimated using a 1-D low-pass or band-pass filter operating along the axial dimension.
This is a second approach to combine subarray processing and ΔΣ beamforming which is newly proposed here.
The modified realization of ΔΣ subarray can be expressed as

I

(
p

LP
, q

)
= hD (p) ⊗

∑
m 〈K〉

⎛
⎝gm (q) ⊗

∑
n 〈NR〉

sn

(
p,

q

LQ

)⎞
⎠ (8)

Note that this expression is functionally identical with (7) while the order of the ΔΣ demodulation and beam
interpolation are different. The two realizations are expected to produce the identical image quality. In the
second approach, beam-space interpolation is performed on K different low resolution images. The number of
beams in each low resolution image is increased from Q/LQ beams to Q beams. After the final summation, ΔΣ
demodulation is only once applied to the final high resolution image. In this image, the samples are decimated
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to P samples. The second approach has an additional advantage that the beam-space interpolation circuitry
can be optimized. In a future study, this part may be implemented without any multiplication. The decision
to choose between two realizations of the ΔΣ subarray beamformers is up to the hardware engineers, who may
optimize the designs further.

3.4. Conclusion

In this study, a method for non-uniform oversampling 1-bit ΔΣ subarray beamforming was presented. Single-
bit oversampling ΔΣ conversion simplifies coherent processing in beamforming with improved timing accuracy.
Subarray processing employs small-sized active subarray for beam acquisition, and hence simplifies the beam-
forming complexity. It requires decimation filtering of partial-beam sums from each subarray. ΔΣ subarray
beamforming was tested using archival experimental data. The test results show that the SNR performance
of the non-uniform oversampling 1-bit ΔΣ subarray beamformer approaches that of the 10-bit phased array
beamformer. Oversampling ΔΣ subarray beamforming can be useful to miniaturize the array front-end and/or
to funnel signals to a manageable number of system channels.
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